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We are the go to for disability information•
We connect you with the information you need•

IDEAS is driven by people with
disability, for people with disability.
Our vision is a world where people with
disability live full independent lives of their
own choosing. Our tool is information.
We know information powers better
decisions, to make life easier.
Good information is powerful.

“I don’t get the NDIS.
Can you still help me?”
– shared by a real caller

“I feel like I have been
heard for the first time.”
– shared by a real caller

“Oh my God,
you’re a
real person!”
– shared by a real
caller

“I’m so happy
to find someone
who knows
the system.”
– shared by
a real caller

IDEAS acknowledges the traditional owners of country throughout Australia
and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay our
respects to them and their cultures, and to elders past, present and emerging.
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about ideas
Our organisation who we are
IDEAS—Information on Disability, Education & Awareness Services.

Our vision what we seek
A world where people with disability live full, independent lives of their
own choosing.

Our mission what we do
IDEAS’ purpose is to provide access to information and opportunities for
people with disability, their supporters and the community to reach their
full potential.

Our values what we believe in
We believe the following are intrinsic to the organisation and
everything we do:
• Respectful
• Ethical

• Inclusive
• Innovative

Our purpose how we do it
We work to support all people with disability, their families, carers and
supporters to self-advocate and to make informed decisions. As disability
knowledge brokers, we do this by providing a range of information
services and products. Using our specialist expertise, we source
information and filter, interpret and distribute it through multiple channels
and platforms for the benefits of our customers.

Our organisation
IDEAS is a membership based organisation with 521 members. They
are people with disability, their family, carers and supporters. IDEAS is
recognised in Australia as a leading information provider.
It is a not-for-profit organisation endorsed as a deductible gift recipient
under subdivision 30-BA of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
IDEAS is registered with the Australian Securities and Investment
Commission (ASIC) as an Australian Company Limited by Guarantee.
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The Board of Directors has specialist knowledge expertise and lived
experience with disability. They take legal and fiscal responsibility for
the Company. They also undertake strategic management, planning
and oversee management.
An Executive Officer is responsible for being the conduit between the
operation and governance of the organisation. IDEAS is ISO 9001:2015
quality management systems certified. IDEAS is accredited against the
National Disability Service Standards.

Our stakeholders
IDEAS works collaboratively with all stakeholders to maximise the
effectiveness of disability information and resources. These stakeholders
include people with disability of all ages and their families, carers and
supporters; non-government and government professionals; service
providers and members of the public.

The services provided by IDEAS
IDEAS provides disability and mainstream information that is free, fact
checked and independent to support people with disability via multiple
channels including:
•
•
•
•
•

Online
SMS
Live Chat
In writing
Face to face

•
•
•
•

Group conversations
Peer to peer
Online data and information
Electronic, digital and printed
publications

Information management is our asset with activities, including collection,
maintenance, and curation of data and information resources.
They are independent, fact checked, verified, relevant, and accessible
and up to date.
Our activities are designed to meet the needs of all people with disability.
We use networks extensively and attend, exhibit, and speak with
attendees at community events.
Poss-ABLE Advocacy is a discrete individual advocacy service established
by IDEAS in July 2018. It serves people living in South East and South West
Sydney, the Illawarra and the Southern Highlands of NSW.
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People with disability
will be supported to
access individual
and group advocacy

People with
disability, their supporters
and the community will
be provided with
accessible information
and services

Positive change
will be encouraged by
identifying gaps in
systems and upholding
the UN Convention
on the Rights of Persons
with Disability

The needs of
people with disability
will be promoted
to increase
the community’s
knowledge

All people
who participate in our
organisation will be
valued and respected

The changing
needs of people with
disability will be met
through successfully
operating a high-quality,
relevant and
responsive service

Courage and
diversity will be
promoted through
our leadership
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IDEAS thanks our sponsors and supporters

IDEAS celebrates the value added for people
with disability through our work with partners

Eastern Riverina Arts sought to work with IDEAS on their platform
project. It makes arts accessible to everyone in the Riverina.

IDEAS developed disability awareness training for community
organising committees for festivals and commissioned EZY DUN,
an accessible toilet, hoist and change table on the go
to accompany Platform. Funded by NDIS ILC program.

ACCAN sought IDEAS’ expertise to co-develop and host online
their Accessible Telecoms Project. Funded by NDIS ILC program.
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ideas board
Martin Heng chair
Martin has an acquired spinal cord injury and uses a wheelchair for mobility.
Martin has over 21 years working as a travel editor in the field of accessible
travel and has a background in communications and publishing. He is a
member of the Victorian Disability Advisory Council. Joined Board in 2016.

Chris Dumas treasurer
Chris is a partner at Bentleys Newcastle (accountants) and CRAG Auditing
services. He has a Bachelor of Business, became a CPA in 1998 and FCPA
in 2001. Chris is also a fellow of the Tax Institute. Joined Board in 2013.

Karen Peacock deputy chair
Karen is an experienced board member, communicator and disability activist.
She has degrees in Social Science and Law. Karen was a full time Member
and Senior Member of the Former Social security Appeals Tribunal.
She is involved in peer support, and is an Access Advisor for Accessible Arts.
Joined Board in 2018.

Andrew Bokor board member
Andrew brings the experience of 18 years in the military and subsequent years
working in the wider community. He has a passion for empowering others
through information on rights and entitlements. Joined Board 2016

Wendy Bowles board member
Wendy is a Professor in Social Work and Human Services in the School of
Humanities & Social Services at Charles Sturt University. Joined Board 2013.

Peter Hunt board member
Peter is Principal of McCabe Curwood Lawyers. He’s a Graduate of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors and has training in Mediation. He is
also a voluntary Director of the Marrickville Legal Centre. In his primary role as
a lawyer, Peter has worked in the personal injury field for over 25 years and has
acquired insight into high level needs and disability (although he would never
presume to know what it is truly like to be disabled). Joined Board 2019
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ideas staff
IDEAS currently employs 33 people filling 26.69 full-time equivalents (FTE) positions.
44 people
FTE 32.8

33 people
FTE 26.69

32 people
FTE 21.63
27 people
FTE 19.56

2016–17

2017–18

2018–19

current

80% of IDEAS staff lives with or has lived experience of disability.
Our customers tell us that it is the authentic lived experience that
enhances their trust in the integrity of the service.
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A person is always whole and entirely themselves. The barriers to them fully
exercising their rights sit with barriers outside of the person.

The Social Model of Disability
society
barriers
environment
inaccessible buildings, language,
services and communication
attitudes
prejudice, stereotyping
and discrimination
organisations
inflexible procedures
and practices

Voices at the end of the telephone
A typical day in the IDEAS contact centre is completely different for each staff member.
The room buzzes with positive energy as the team fields calls, e-mails and live chats from
anywhere in Australia on any particular topic of need, and works together to offer the best
information to support the choices of the customer.
Information lead, Kath Hetherington says the team has a diverse range and amount
of experience working in the sector and lived experience.
IDEAS combined staff has more than 312 years of disability sector experience.
The call centre answers calls within three rings but it can take time to collate the best
information that will answer the request properly.

“Sometimes the core of the question doesn’t come out until you have a more
extended chat and listen. Then you can start providing quality information.
It’s something that’s a little deeper or it’s a little more complex. So there’s
a relationship that’s involved a lot of the time with the people who call,
whether they be people with disability or service providers.”
–Kath Hetherington
Information Officer Jess Provan has a Bachelor of Social Welfare, a background in aged care
nursing and the disability service provider sector, and her brother lives with disability.
“One of the key things we ask a person (with their permission) is how they
describe their disability, I’ve had so many people say, I’m glad you asked
me that question because, I don’t fit into this box. So we are open to exactly
what their needs are. I think they trust us with that information because
sometimes it’s not easy to say.”
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“We’ve got to do a lot of research about the right information, not just provide a link or
another phone number.”
“We like to do that call around to double check that the information is correct.”
Kath said the staff maintained the database and every piece of information is checked
annually but they also check at the time of the call before passing on the information.
Jessica, “we always ask the customer how they would like the information provided,
so we respect their needs.”
“The best days are when someone says they’ve finally been heard and we’ve finally found
what they need”, said Nick Glasson.
Tash van Rijswijk who has twenty years in the disability sector said every day was different and
every enquiry individual. “No two enquiries are the same. We like to reduce anxiety and instil
choice and hope.”

–Edited from an article by Robyn Ainsworth
–National Features Editor of The Land
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chair’s
report
This year saw the continued rollout
of the NDIS to much fanfare but not
as much effect as could be hoped
for: as of 30 June 2019 fewer than
300,000 Australians with disability
have been able to access the
Scheme, leaving the needs of more
than four million Australians with
disability ineligible for the NDIS
and not receiving the supports they
need to navigate a good ordinary life
wherever they live.
Whether in the media or by word of mouth,
we are constantly hearing stories of people
being turned away and having to wait
months to have their cases reviewed.
To compound matters, the introduction of
the NDIS has given the states and territories
an excuse to discontinue funding for
services and organisations such as IDEAS.
What’s more, the new, market-based
model for service providers and a largely
project-based grant system under the NDIA
does not fit well with IDEAS’ core function
and service delivery model. This is the
extremely challenging environment in
which we have been operating for the
last 12 months. Once again, then, senior
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management and the Board have spent
much more time and effort on trying
to secure the future of IDEAS than we
would have wished, whether that be in
writing grant applications or in seeking
revenue-generating business opportunities.
Nonetheless, the one-off ILC grant that
we received last year has allowed IDEAS
to continue to serve thousands of people
with disability, their families, carers and
supporters – not to mention NDIA local
area coordinators, support coordinators
and service providers – by providing
independent, unbiased and verified
information tailored to each person’s need
and according to their preferred method
of communication. We are justifiably proud
of our multiplatform information service
delivery model, recognising as it does that
people’s preferences and abilities to access
information vary greatly and evolve over
time. A fully accessible, easily navigable
website with a live chat function is a
necessity in the digital age, but the digital
divide – which particularly affects people
with disability and older people – means that
the thousands of newsletters we send out
and the hundreds of telephone calls that we
take each month, as well as the face-to-face
contact we have through expos and
workshops, all remain vitally important.
There is literally no other organisation
in the country which does what we do,
and have been doing for some 35 years.

There is literally no other organisation
in the country which does what we do,
and have been doing for some 35 years.

And we know we do it well, because that’s
what a host of grateful people tell us.
No matter what we are asked, no matter how
we are asked, we spare no time or effort in
finding answers to people’s questions and
solving people’s problems. Our knowledgeable
and dedicated teams of information officers
and advocates have a huge database of
resources, built up over decades, at their
disposal; but if they don’t have an answer,
they will look for one. We help people to
find service providers, we help them with
paperwork, we help them to find accessible
holiday accommodation, we help them to
find accessible venues, transport options and
activities, we help them with questions they
might have about their NDIS or Centrelink
applications or entitlements. We help people
in a multitude of ways to save them time, effort
and anxiety so they can get on with life.
The current government has recognised
the need for a National Digital Information
Gateway (NDIG) for people with disability.
This underscores the need for truly
independent information such as that offered
by IDEAS because it is critical for people
with disability to be able lead the “ordinary,
meaningful lives” that the Scheme was
intended to facilitate. While the philosophy
underlying the introduction of the Scheme is
to allow participants to exercise choice, this is
meaningless unless it is informed choice.
For the millions of people with disability
who don’t qualify for the NDIS, access to
independent information and advocacy is

even more important as they seek to access
mainstream services with little or no systemic
support. Although based in New South Wales,
IDEAS already serves the entire country,
even operating extended hours for its free
1800 phone line to cover nationwide business
hours. IDEAS stands ready and able to fulfil
the needs of a basic NDIG. This seemed to
have been recognised by the government
with pre-election promises of funding to
establish the NDIG, but we are now once
again in the situation we were in last year,
facing an existential threat due to lack of
ongoing funding.
Finally, I would like to commend senior
management for their ongoing strenuous
efforts to secure funding through grant
applications and government and elected
representative engagements. I would also
once again like to thank IDEAS staff for their
faith in the management of the organisation,
for their commitment to continuing to provide
a vital information service, and for setting up a
successful advocacy service during the year.
Our people, with their vast lived experience
of disability and their dedication to helping
to improve the lives of people with disability,
continue to be our strength.

Martin Heng
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treasurer’s
report
2019 was a year of growth and
service for IDEAS, seeing us deliver
just under $4,200,000 worth of
service to the community.
This is another record level of service delivery
for my time on the Board and, as stated last
year, we are very thankful as a Board for
the work done by Diana and her operations
team in securing the funding to enable
this to become a reality. We note that the
funding of the future is less certain, but that
the team is working hard to attract funding
from government and non-government
sources for FY2020 and beyond.
2019 saw Andrew Proctor continue to run
our finance team, with Purpose Accounting
preparing the financials on a monthly basis.
I would like to thank all of the wonderful
people involved in the finance team for
their service.
The total turnover for the year is up 81.5%
(against a very strong turnover in FY2018).
I note the significant shift in funding from
the state-based recurrent funding up to
2018 to the non-recurrent federal funding
of $3,419,000 in FY2019. I note that the year
saw the recognition of $604,500 in deferred
income whilst only deferring $226,000 (which
is attributable to the next financial year).
This contributed to $378,000 of the funding
along with the significant increase of funding
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in the one-off Grants Commonwealth Non
Recurrent drove the increase in revenue.
The net surplus of $98,358 is a significant
profit, set against substantial growth of our
services and the work of our team in that
year. As noted last year we had an increase
of rent from our Campbelltown office in the
2019 financial year.
I note that after the end of the financial
year $2.26 million in funding has been
approved for FY2020 (through to August
2020). Along with this, IDEAS has some
small grants from CHSP funding ($58,000)
and carry-forward grants from ACCAN
and the ERA.
I note that efforts to secure further grants
funding beyond 2020 have been frustrated
to date but that we continue to advocate
for further funding into the future. IDEAS is
also exploring alternate funding sources
from joint ventures and direct service models
in support of our core business to fund our
operations and ongoing work with the
disabled community. I think it is important
to recognise the stellar work done to secure
the funding that we have for this year and
the work being done to finance our future
operations.
It is the Treasurer’s role to have an overview
of the systems that are used, monitor
spending and be able to advise the Board
of IDEAS’ financial position, especially as to
the affordability of new projects and the
recurrence or otherwise of our funding.

From the Board’s perspective we are
proud of the ongoing work being done
by Diana and her team to enable a
future provision of information for
our community.
The monitoring of these functions has been
done primarily by Diana Palmer and the
finance team with Board support in reviewing
IDEAS’ funding, budgeting and expense
allocation monthly, to ensure that it is done
efficiently and accurately.
All of our accounting is prepared on XERO,
reviewed monthly against prior year figures
and our budget, which is updated during
the course of the year to reflect changes
in our operations.
We are audited at the end of every financial
year and thank Steven Walker for his services
in doing this.
The profit of $98,358 is very consistent with
the prior year’s $124,095 and the FYE 2017
$25,682 net results.
IDEAS remains proud of the efficiency and
effectiveness we continue to achieve in the
delivery of our service, providing strong value
for money for the stakeholders in our service,
particularly people with disability, their
families, carers and supporters.
Our net equity position has improved during
the financial year, up 17% to $538,808.
Our net total asset position has reduced
slightly by $207,500 which has been more
than offset by the total liabilities which have
dropped by $265,000.
I note going forward that we will restructure
of our operations and financial allocations
but emphasise we have all liabilities
(actual and potential) provided for, including

all employment liabilities. Further, I have
complete confidence that following our
restructure we will continue to be a strong,
viable provider of services to our clients.
On a personal note I congratulate
Diana and her team on their strength,
determination and resolve in the provision of
all services of IDEAS. The Board is supportive
of all involved and remains focussed on
IDEAS’ objectives and the work of the staff,
partners and associates of IDEAS. Further I
would like to commend the Board on their
stellar work over the year.
This is another good result considering the
further restructuring, negotiations for funding,
and significant changes that took place
during the year. The nature of the funding
environment, the competition in our industry
and the integrity and independence that
define our organisation mandate that we
do not make large profits. The management
and the Board will continue to maintain their
fiscal discipline to ensure that we spend in
delivering our programs the money we are
entrusted to expend by our funding bodies.
From the Board’s perspective we are proud
of the ongoing work being done by Diana
and her team to enable a future provision
of information for our community.

Chris Dumas
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executive
officer’s
report
The year 2018–2019 saw the
team at IDEAS demonstrate our
value and expertise again, by
achieving key deliverables for
funding bodies as well as more
than that expected of us.
IDEAS has a long heritage of providing
information services, and is very proud of
the high quality of work delivered to support
people with disability with the information
they need, to allow them to make informed
decisions about their daily living. The story
and statistics you find elsewhere in this
Annual Report confirms the strength of our
capability in delivering information services.
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In 2018-2019, our primary funding was a
one year grant from the NDIA (National
Disability Insurance Agency) through their
ILC (Information Linkages and Capacity
Building) pillar. The aim of the project was
to increase our capability and capacity to
be scalable and replicable in order to deliver
beyond NSW. Our key achievements for the
year included:
• Growing our total connections by over
100% from 733,000 to 1.48 million
• Growing our team by 50% and provided
high quality induction and professional
development to all team members
across the year
• Growing our locations from 4 to 7,
including some remote workers in NSW
• Development of a new website
launched at the end of April
• Roll out of a community engagement
program in NSW specifically targeting
Local Area Coordination to improve
the provision of information for people
with disability
• A complete rebrand of the organisation,
launched in March 2019
• Delivering possABLE Living - a 54 page
go to guide on disability with a minimum
reach of 125,000 readers published by
the Land Newspaper in July
• Redeveloping and refining three
database systems available online
• Commissioning and completion of an
Independent Evaluation Project of our
ILC NSW Gap Fill grant

...our model of information provision
ensures the person with disability comes
first as the person we are here to serve.

• Implementation of a new service–
possABLE Advocacy
• Growing our internal business systems
to encompass new service delivery
arms and our Call Back system
(customer satisfaction and outcome
measurement program), automated
our HR systems including recruitment
and on-boarding and implemented
an updated intranet across
the organisation.
These activities demonstrate that we met
and exceeded the deliverables of our ILC
funded project as well as implementing
a new service with one year funding
received from the NSW Government,
whilst maintaining a high quality of service
provision. Our Independent ILC Evaluation
report produces evidence confirming
our claims through our statistics and
customer feedback.

Supporting our frontline team is a steadfast,
capable and experienced management
team who have given their best again this
year to lead our team to success.
IDEAS currently has over 312 years of
combined experience in this space. I am very
proud of every single person who has worked
with IDEAS this last year as well as those who
have gone before and set the trail for our
current team to follow, I thank each and
every one of them for their commitment,
passion and support. I would also like to thank
the Board for their support, their commitment
to the work we do and their continued
encouragement that keeps us focussed on
the job at hand.

Diana

IDEAS is a key provider of independent
information services across Australia.
Our staff have received accolades from
far and wide over many years. They are
recognised for our model of information
provision which ensures the person with
disability comes first as the person we are
here to serve. They are recognised for their
patience and listening skills that allows the
caller to tell their story and have someone
assist them in achieving what they set out
to achieve on the day.
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outcomes
Since inception, IDEAS has
impacted the lives of more than

9 MILLION PEOPLE

in 2018 –19

and counting

18

1.48 million
connections

72%

people
said they

were made with 1. e
 ngaged

a
new service

people with disability

and their supporters

across all channels

More than

2. changed

service provider or

92% of people

with disability

got enough
information and
could make an
informed decision

having accessed

information

from IDEAS
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information matters
At a glance

in 2018 –19 1.48 million
connections

2,575 calls answered made across all channels
(UP

54% ON PREVIOUS YEAR)

3,527 total enquiries

609 live chat enquiries
(UP

65% ON PREVIOUS YEAR)

to the info line 62 text messages
10 most
common
enquiry
topics

1. NDIS

6. Advocacy / Law / Rights

2. Allied Health Care

7. Home Maintenance
and modifications

3. Support Services

8. Recreation and leisure

4. Access the NDIS for
therapeutic supports
5. Access the NDIS to
participate in community

9. Aids / Equipment /
Technology
10. Transport

• The most requested type of
support service is to find services
to assist with Plan Management.

• The most requested information
about the NDIS is to find services
that provide NDIS therapies.

• The most requested allied health
service is to find providers for
Occupational Therapy.

• The most requested information
about recreation and leisure is to find
access to social clubs and groups.

10.75% of calls are from people of CALD background

2% of calls are from indigenous Australians
IDEAS Annual Report 2018 –19
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information matters
Digital online
IDEAS refreshed its
website in 2018 –19
achieving:

4,561,817 web visits

1,041,672 page views
374,791 resources downloaded

In support of our digital platforms
we updated 6,384 held data
records, and accrued

13,348 new data records.

In addition, IDEAS has access to a

further 30,000 records including
NDIS records.

Data sets
IDEAS’ owned and maintained data records are displayed
on external websites such as local governments and shires
who are members of the Lincs co-operative. These records
produced 86,757 unique visitors and 1,080,428 records viewed
in 2018–19. These statistics are in addition to the digital reach
of the IDEAS website.

You have just saved me so much time. Thank you.
– shared by a real caller

20
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information matters
Wow I didn’t know you did that. That is amazing!
– shared by a real caller

Thank you God for IDEAS.
– shared by a real caller

Publishing

IDEAS publishes a 30 page
newsletter six times a year
4,932 people

subscribed to
our newsletter

32,742
newsletters

and shared each were distributed

copy with four
of their friends

5,900 people

subscribed

TO OUR

for the year e-newsletter
IDEAS Annual Report 2018 –19
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engagement
Face to face
Community Engagement is an important face to face channel for people with disability
to connect with IDEAS’ services in their community.

Meeting people where they are is critical to the effective
provision of information services for people with disability.
Communities are made up of people with different circumstances, abilities and preferences
and to serve them equitably we must offer a range of ways in which they can connect with
us to get what they need.
In communities around the country there are those individuals living with disability who are
not receiving any funding, not connected to disability or social networks and have no idea
that there are services and supports that exist to help them. They don’t know what they don’t
know, and do not therefore actively seek assistance.

I had no idea that existed. We have been just holding
on and I didn’t even know who to ask.
– shared by a real customer
While engaging in community we regularly meet:
• elderly carers with adult children (often with undiagnosed disabilities), fearful for a future
when they can no longer look after them;
• people in remote communities who have never heard of the NDIS;
• mums and dads who can’t understand funding systems and are frozen with fear,
confusion and humiliation;
• people living restricted lives in their own home because they can’t get up the stairs
or access the shower.

IDEAS’ proactive engagement in community, connects
and helps these groups before they get to crisis point.
Developing relationships with professionals and services who already have trusted
relationships with people with disability is also another key aspect of the Community
Engagement role. We work with homelessness service providers, aboriginal corporations,
neighbourhood and migrant centres, doctors, playgroups, councils and many others as
a reference or referral point.

22
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Complementing LACS
Over the past two years, IDEAS has nurtured a particularly successful relationship with
Local Area Coordinators (LACs), assisting them and their participants to find local services
and supports. Currently 15% of total calls to our enquiry line come from LACs themselves
or direct referrals.

In reach systems of community engagement

collect
information
and
resources

engagements

Our engagement team collects information on local services and support offerings to list on
our directory. We are also interested in the issues, gaps and opportunities we hear about and
push this information back into the business to inform the work we do, such as resource &
project development and editorial for our publications and web articles.

Evidence
The effectiveness of Community Engagement activity can be seen in our Info-Line statistics for
the Northern NSW region for the 2018 – 2019 financial year, where we employed a permanent
staff member located in Coffs Harbour for the first time. Consistent exposure builds trust.

45

365

Number of calls – Far Northern NSW

20

203

Number of calls – Mid North Coast NSW

21

291

Number of calls – Morton QLD (Gold Coast)
2017–18

2018 –19
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ideas information
architecture
Participation in
COMMUNITY LIFE
has interests in

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY

Need for information to
SUPPORT CHOICE
AND CONTROL

exhibits

ident

ifies

identifies

UNCRPD
National Disability
Agreement

has

BARRIERS TO ACCESS

expresses

identifies

National Disability
Strategy

ENVIRONMENTAL
buildings,
language services
ATTITUDES
prejudice, stereotyping
and discrimination
ORGANISATIONS
AND SYSTEMS
inflexible procedures
and practices
frames
CHANNELS TO PROVIDE
INFORMATION
Phone, post, fax,
voice, face-to-face,
online chat, text,
web enquiry

Independent
information
Accurate
Verified
Curated
Timely
Relevant
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governs

governs
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Access to INFORMATION

Model for information
delivery (IDEAS)

why independence
is vital
The Emprise Model
The emprise Model developed by Steve Dowson, and enhanced by IDEAS. It shows how
information is necessary to remove ‘conflicts’.

IDEAS model removes conflicts and contributes to
A1

People

G

Removing Conflicts

B2

Planning (LACs)

J

Assisting Market Development and Stewardship

A1
Independent Information Provision

A

B1

Clarify
Current

End Goals
Wants

J
Steps under
control of
agency
rationing
funds
(e.g. NDIS)

I
H
G

Review

Evaluation

Funding

Service
Provision

F

B

Means

‘Needs’

C
D
E

Implementation

Planning

Resources

Steps under
control of user

B2
Independent
Information
Provision

Negotiating
Funds

Steps completed
by Service Broker
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poss-able
advocacy
Opened in November 2018, and based in Campbelltown, the outfit offers individual
advocacy services for people who live in;
• South West Sydney
• South East Sydney

• Illawarra/Wollongong
• Southern Highlands

1 South East Sydney

3 Illawarra

2 South West Sydney

4 Southern Highlands

2

3

4
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At June 30 2019, 516 matters had been brought by clients.

450 matters resolved 87%
Key issues for advocacy services
• Access
• Advocacy, Law, Rights

• NDIS
• Support services

75% of advocacy matters

were resolved in under 30 days
20.74% of advocacy customers
were from a CALD background

8.53% of advocacy customers
were from an ATSI background
I didn’t think
anyone cared.
- shared by a customer

They helped me at
school for my kids.
Both of them were
being bullied and
excluded. You do
have rights you know.

Poss-ABLE
Advocacy got
me secure housing.
I had been
homeless for
three months.
I know they
worked really
hard to help
get this solved.
- shared by a customer

- shared by a customer
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financials
For the year ended 30 June 2019
29 Director’s report
31 Auditor’s independence declaration
32	Statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive income
33 Statement of changes in equity
34 Statement of financial position
35 Statement of cash flows
36 Notes of the financial statements
43 Directors’ declaration
44 Auditor’s report
46 Supplementary information
47 Income and expenditure statement
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thanks to IDEAS customers

6,987
4,932
came out to say hello in person

subscribed to our

newsletter and

shared each copy

with four of
their friends

32,742

newsletters distributed

for the year

5,900
subscribed to our e-newsletter
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The information you
provided has helped
me achieve my
dreams.
– shared by a real caller

At long last! I feel
like I can breathe
and really get help
for my child.
– shared by a real caller

Wow you can do
that for me for free!?
– shared by a real caller

Information on Disability Education
& Awareness Services
53 Merivale Street Tumut NSW 2720

Freecall

1800 029 904

Free text

0458 296 602

Emailideas@ideas.org.au
Webideas.org.au
Fax

(02) 6947 3723

Monday–Friday 8:00am–8:00pm

We provide disability
information that is
free, fact checked
and independent.
ISO 9001:2015 quality management systems certified

